
absolute symmetry
symmetry
arbitrary color
abstract
actual weight
asymmetrical balance
additive process
atmospheric perspective
avant-garde
aesthetic
afocal
balance
analogous colors
bilateral symmetry
complementary colors
composition
content
contour lines
hatching
cross-hatching

Cubism
diagonal recession
color wheel
form
Futurism
grid
figure-ground relation
hatching
focal point
foreshortening
hue
local color
iconography
implied line
mass
intensity
intermediate colors
line
linear perspective
monochromatic

perspective
negative shape or space
pigments
nonobjective art
pointillism
one-point linear perspec-
tive
Pop Art
positive shapes
outline
primary colors
palette
proportion
pattern
scale
radial balance
realism
secondary colors
shade
shadow

Renaissance
repetition
shape
representational art
rhythm
simultaneous contrast
spectrum
saturation
texture
tint
subject matter
matter
subtractive process
two-point linear perspec-
tive
vanishing point
symmetrical
vantage point
visual weight

- - - -
List the Names 3 of 4 text book images by Da Vinci  : 
hints:
1 point perspective
atmospheric perspective
contour lines in drawing chapter
life cycle theme chapter
- - -
List the Names 3 of 4 text book images by Michelangelo 
: hints
Florence Sculpture - Old Testament
St Peter’s Cathedral Sculpture - New Testament
Sistine Ceiling
Drawing Chapter
- - -
List the Names 3 of 4 text book images by Van Gogh 
Line chapter
Color chapter
creative process - line
- - -
List the Names 3 of 4 text book images by Monet
color chapter
principles conclusion
time and movement panorama
- - -
Identify works by these other major artists -  
Cezanne - Picasso - Duchamp - Warhol

- - -
Know the Textbook Table of Contents -  
Structure of Book
- - -
Know the list the elements / the principles
- - -
Vocabulary Terms 
Groups: put a list of 12 terms into 4 groups of 3 related 
terms
Fill in the blank. Multiple Choice
- - -
Know the 6 ways to create space
- - -
Describe images in terms of strongly present elements 
and principles.

- - -

Art Movements Timeline - NEW In Class - March 15

MID TERM POINTERS


